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Just my opinion as usual, based on internet research of mainstream sources

How do I know? I looked up the alleged attacker, David Depape, above. He has only three photos on
the internet, including the one above, and they are all from a 2013 CIA event. He is listed at
Instantcheckmate, but his profile has been scrubbed, meaning the CIA got there first in preparation for
this current event. There are no relatives listed, because they don't want people like me linking him to
top families or to the CIA. But of course I am going to do it anyway.

You see how easy that was? That is the first thing a private investigator would do when presented with
this “news”. Do you really think the big computers don't know anything about this white guy from
Berkeley? The mainstream media has already tracked down his relatives and interviewed them, but the
big computer doesn't know anything about them? How did the papers find them within hours?

I also know because the very first thing the San Francisco Chronicle tells us—in the lead sentence—is
that Depape is a 911 Truther. He also posted on social media, questioning the 2020 election. He
questioned vaccine safety. I guess he also questioned whether there is a Santa Claus and a Great
Pumpkin, the brute. So the story is scripted through and through. Why? Not only to blackwash 911
Truth and various kinds of deniers, but mainly to try to create sympathy for Pelosi, and through her for
the Dems. It is an obvious sign of desperation, since the Dems can see they are about to get waxed. It
is akin to Katie Hobbs breaking into her own office in Phoenix.
But we can drive around this block easily. I just searched on “John Depape” of California, to figure out
who these people are. That led me immediately to a Ronald Depape, and we are told in current stories
that Ron Depape is one David's relatives. Ron is supposed to be from British Columbia, but
Instantcheckmate has him age 67, from San Jose. Since Ron is David's uncle, the ages match. And this
is another way I know the story is fake. They try to hose us by making it hard to track these people in
Canada, but as I showed you, it is easy to walk around that as well. Also, they tell us David is Ron's
brother's stepson. Then why do they have the same name? A stepson would not have the same name
unless he was later adopted. So they are claiming this David Depape was adopted, I guess, which
would mean he wasn't born David Depape. That's convenient for the story, isn't it? So who was he?
David Stanley? David Rockefeller? Unfortunately for that story, the computer should have his birth
name, but doesn't. So as usual, this alleged perp is just a ghost.
Another mainstream source tells us David's stepfather is Gene Depape. This would appear to be
Eugene Depape of Washington, who then links us directly to Peter Orlowski of McLean, VA. CIA
headquarters.

Just a coincidence? Maybe.
These Depapes of Washington then link us through Teresa Depape to the Forbes and Wallaces. Oboy!
Yeah, she is also Teresa Forbes, though she has been scrubbed of any links to the Forbes. However, it
looks like she is nee Forbes, later marrying both a Depape and a Wallace.

That starts to tell us who these Depapes are, doesn't it? I double-checked her at Intelius, but she is far
more scrubbed there, being listed as only Teresa Florita Depape. Which is why I prefer
Instantcheckmate.
Another way we know this story is fake is that David Depape is called “the father figure” of a Victorian
flat in Berkeley, where he lived in 2013 with the notorious nudie Gypsy Taub and her family, including
her husband Jaymz Smith. I remind you that Victorian flats in Berkeley are very expensive. I can't
afford one. Can you? But since David was just 33 at the time, why would he be the father figure?
Instantcheckmate has never heard of a Jaymz Smith of Berkeley related to a Taub. They are now
divorced, but the relationship still exists. The closest is a guy from Fresno who would have been 30 at
the time. He also has Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, on his list, so he is military. That figures. Also
Killeen, TX, which is Ft. Hood. I told you, we have this one pegged.
They tell us this Jaymz Smith related to Taub was from Jackson, MO, but in that listing he is currently
29, which would have made him 20 in 2013 at the nude wedding. Plus, the Jaymz from MO has no
listing for Berkeley or San Francisco. And why would a great looking 20 year old marry an
unattractive 44 year old, naked in public? Only if it was his military assignment, I would say. The guy
looks more like 30 than 20 in those old pics to me, which means he is the military Jaymz Smith. A
search on that finds the military Jaymz Smith was a specialist in 2013 as an Intelligence analyst at Joint
Base Lewis McChord. I found no pictures of Jaymz Smith at Lewis McChord, or even a listing for him
there. Of course the spelling of the name is a red flag by itself, indicating a fake.

Finally I noticed that BOTH Jaymz Smiths, age 29 and 39, have Sanger, CA, Killeen, TX, and
Wahaiwa, Hawaii, on their lists. So it is the same guy, proving this naked dude at the nude wedding
was a military intelligence actor. The third listing is also him, where we find his real name is James.
He is related to Marilyn Meadors of Roanoke, TX, and we can go to her page where we can also link
him to Graham, French, Trumbo, Fields, and Denton. The Meadors link us to the Paynes, who we will
also link to the Depapes below. Indicating David Depape and Jaymz Smith are cousins.
We also find this David Depape, alleged father of several of Gypsy Taub's children, taking photos at
her nude wedding to Jaymz Smith. That is what is happening in the pic under title above. But wait,
does he look like a nudist hippie there? No, he looks like a narc.
Who is this Gypsy Taub? Instantcheckmate has no listing for her, but Taub is a Jewish name.

Check out the nose. However, Wikipedia does have a page for her. She is apparently a Russian
Jew/Ashkenazi, previously going by the name Olessia. Unfortunately, the big computers have never
heard of an Olessia Taub, either. She looks a lot like actress Catherine Keener* there. The authors at
Wiki imply she is from a famous family, though they won't give the parents' names. Red flag. Her
mother was a fashion designer. Her father is given as a physicist and inventor. Google links her in a
basic search to physicist Henry Taube, who won the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1983. He got his PhD
in Berkeley, giving us that link. He died in Palo Alto in 2005. He comes from Ukraine, which of
course was Russia back then, linking us again to Gypsy Taub. We also have the link to Canada, since
he was born there. He worked for US Defense during WWII, as part of the Defense Research
Committee. He also worked for Los Alamos for twenty years. So this is all coming together
beautifully.
[October 30: The CIA has quickly put up some information on Gypsy, claiming she is Oxane Taub
and is currently in prison in Chino, California (near Riverside). Unfortunately, Instantcheckmate has

no one by that name in Chino or LA. According to them, Oxane Taub, 53, aka Alice Procop, is
currently in Minnesota.

Intelius lists her current address as Minnesota as well. Her California addresses do include Berkeley,
Oakland, and SF, but she has also lived in Florida. Which is strange, seeing that the CIA has inserted a
record for her at the California Institute for Women, under the name Oxane Taub. These prison records
should be very easy for these big computers to pull up, since they are public records and are posted on
the internet. But they don't know of them, and I have told you that is because the records don't really
exist in the main frames. They exist only on the website page for your viewing. Some people online
are saying Taub is a married name, so I can't link her to Henry Taube that way. But that can't be true
since she was married last to Jaymz Smith, remember? After divorcing Smith, she would not revert to
a previous husband's name, would she? Besides, as I said, Google linked Gypsy Taub to Henry Taube
itself, listing Gypsy under a subheading of Henry. What do I mean by that? I mean that when I
searched on Henry, I found Gypsy listed right under him, with her listing indented. That tells us the
Google computer is admitting they are related somehow. Google won't explicitly tell us that, of course,
since that information is actively being hidden. But the indentation is the tacit admission of that, if you
know what to look for. When there is no relationship, a search engine will not indent one listing below
the other.
Also curious is this site, which claims to be the Office of the Alameda District Attorney. There we find
Oxane Taub was found guilty on August 26, 2021 on 20 counts, including attempted child abduction,
supposedly for becoming sexually fixated on a 14-year-old boy. One problem: they claim she was 50
years old in 2021. So how is she 53 now in 2022? Well, we have another big problem, that being that
this page is ridiculously truncated, with almost no real information about the case and no links out.
Also a problem: the Deputy District Attorney in that county seems to work very fast, since while Taub
was being sentenced, this Lori Mullins had already successfully prosecuted another case against Joseph
Ames. Ames was found guilty by a jury on September 17 of two counts of spousal abuse. Taub was to
be sentenced September 23.
Also see this December 2019 report of the trial from BerkeleySide, where they are still calling her
Olessia, same as Wikipedia. Olessia and Oxane/Oksana are not the same names. Why can these
media, court, and prison records not agree on her name? There we find that the first charges came from
July, so the case was more than two years old when it was allegedly decided in August of 2021. That
throws up the opposite red flag: why did they need two years to prosecute a woman for sending emails
to a boy? It looks like to me they wanted to keep it in the press for as long as possible, since it was a
Women-are-Pigs project, manufactured to split the sexes.

I also remind you of this: if Gypsy Taub is aka Alice Procop, that is also weird, since it links us to
Alice Procope, girlfriend of Tom Parker Bowles. Who is he? Like me, my American readers may
need reminding he is the son of Camila, now Queen Consort of England. Alice Procope died of cancer
last year, making all the papers over there. But how it concerns us here is that Alice was the
granddaughter of the Viscount Ingleby, Martin Peake, and the granddaughter-in-law of the Baronet Sir
Robert Wigram. This also links us to the Phipps and Hervey-Bathursts. Also to the De Vere Capells,

Earls of Essex. Not only that, but these Procopes link us to the Barons von Franckenstein. No, I am
not telling you some Halloween joke. Yvonne Procope of the peerage, b. 1950, otherwise scrubbed,
married Johannes von Franckenstein in 1973. His mother was the Baroness von Furstenberg, so it just
keeps getting better. This also links us to the Esterhazys and Arco-Zinnebergs. These people then link
us immediately to the Estes and. . . Osterreichs, Kings of Austria and Holy Roman Emperors. I will tell
you what I think this means just below.
But first, let's return to Alice Procope who allegedly died last year. She is nee Horton, we are told.
Except that she isn't. Her father changed his last name to Horton, for reasons unknown, but he was
born a Winterbottom. Daryl Lundy scrubs this Alistair Winterbottom, but Geni tells us his mother was
a MacLeod, also of the MacDonalds of Lochbroom. Who else's mother is a MacLeod? That would be
Donald Trump. Remember, Wikipedia has a page dedicated to Trump's genealogy, but his mother is
completely scrubbed there. Very strange. Also remember that, like the Murrays, the MacDonalds are
same as. . . Stanleys. Kingmakers and Lords of the Isles.
And we have more. Procope is a variation of Procopio, and we find Kathleen Procopio in the peerage
as well, being married to a Paul Kingston, son of Lilian Cecil Power. The Powers are baronets and the
Cecils are marquesses related to the Montagu-Douglas-Scotts, Dukes of Buccleuch. But that isn't the
most interesting thing for us here. The interesting thing is that Lilian Power lived until recently in
West Palm Beach, FL. We just saw Florida on Oxane's list, didn't we? Even better, these Kingstons
related to the Procopios live in West Vancouver, British Columbia, linking a second time to Gypsy
Taub and David DePape.
Also worth including: one of the Empresses of Byzantium was named Procopia, possibly linking us to
the Komnenes. And then there is the famous Parisian cafe Le Procope, which claims to be the oldest in
Paris, dating back to the 1500s. Ben Franklin allegedly drafted the Treaty of Amity while sipping
coffee or tea there. It was a meeting place of French Revolutionaries. It was allegedly named after its
founder Procopio, who claimed descent from 6th century Roman historian Procopius. Procopius was
from Palestine, just a few miles from Jerusalem. He was a lawyer, early becoming legal advisor to the
great general Belisarius, chief commander of Justinian. He then stayed in Carthage with Belisarius'
successor Solomon the Eunuch. Starting to get the picture? All these people were Phoenician/Jewish.
The mainstream passes over that without comment of course, but you may wish to consult Procopius'
Secret Histories, which not only allude to that fact, but paint the Byzantine emperors in the worst

possible light, even calling them actual demons. Sort of ties into current times, doesn't it?]
Henry Taube's mother was an Albertina, which links us to the Drews and Frickes of Pomerania as well.
His brother Albert married a Pepper, which may link us to British Intelligence and Maj. Pepper. See
Sgt. Pepper's. He was a real guy, head of BSC, but he was a major, not a sergeant. Henry Taube's
genealogy has been very well scrubbed to prevent us from making any good links, but if he links to the
Frickes of Pomerania he is from European banking elite, and Jewish. This is exactly what we would
expect, since you don't come out of nowhere and win the Nobel Prize.
Henry Taube's wife is scrubbed at Findagrave, Geni, and Instantcheckmate. Only two women are
listed, and they appear to be daughters. Meridith and Christie. Wikipedia tells us his daughter is
Linda, but no Linda is listed. Wikipedia gives the wife as Mary, but again, she is not listed. We can do
a separate search on her, and she does come up, but she is listed as being 171, which I assume is
incorrect. AKA Marianna A. Taube, no maiden name. Under the name Marianna we find her again,
this time listed as 48. Perhaps her age at death? Still, no maiden name which is a red flag. Given
what we found above, I believe the wife of Henry Taube and mother of Gypsy Taub is hidden on
purpose, to hide the fact she is a Procope, and therefore related to the Holy Roman Emperors. Gypsy
Taub is aka Alice Procop, because Procope is her mother's name.
Anyway, though Gypsy Taub is sold to us a some sort of nudist kook, she wasn't. Or not only a kook.
She was from big wealth and connections, and came out of MIT. They refuse to give us her real first
name, though it looks like it may be Linda. In 1992, at age 23, she moved to San Francisco, allegedly
to go to medical school, though it is doubtful an MIT grad would go to medical school at City College
of San Francisco. Why? Because it is a two-year community college. They say she was only pre-med,
but she had already graduated from MIT, so she could not be pre-med in a community college.
Especially since community colleges don't do pre-med. So she already looks like an agent. What was
her assignment? Same as now: blackwash the 911 Truth movement. In 2002 she started a pubic, I
mean public access show on 911 Truth, which she broadcast in the nude. She has continued to be
promoted by the mainstream all along, and TIME called her 2013 nudist wedding “one of the 17 most
intriguing weddings of all time”. New York magazine did a photoshoot on it. Really? Why would
TIME and New York be promoting the nudist wedding of this 44 year old alleged nobody with no tits?
Does that make any sense to you? No, it only makes sense if she was a promoted agent all along. It
looks to me like she was also blackwashing public nudity, since it was under her watch that public
nudity was banned in San Francisco. She was there to give it a bad name, as you see.
So this guy who allegedly broke in and attacked Paul Pelosi with a hammer was living with these
military intelligence spooks in Berkeley, including the daughter of a Nobel Prize winner working for
the Defense Department? What are the odds?
Also ask yourself how hard it would be to attack a 82-year-old man with a hammer and NOT kill him.
I would think you could kill him with one strike to the head if you wanted to, so how exactly did Paul
Pelosi survive? It makes no basic sense, as usual. If you are a crazy guy who wants to kill an old man
with a hammer, you do it. You don't fail. Even more importantly, the Speaker of the House and her
immediate family get 24-hour protection from Capitol Police, which is like Secret Service. And that
isn't just when they are in DC. When Paul Pelosi is in San Francisco he has security as well. The Pelosi
mansion is walled and gated, with numerous guards on the grounds. It is stiff with cameras and
monitors. As Tucker Carlson pointed out in a recent segment, Capitol Police has a huge budget,
recently greatly expanded after the January 6 fake, in the amount of $602 million per year, greater than
the police budget of big cities like Atlanta and San Francisco. That is 10% of the entire legislative

branch budget, and they are asking for $708 million for 2023. They have over 2,500 officers and
civilian employees, which is pretty strange considering the Capitol workforce is only about 12,000,
with only a few thousand working there at any one time. There are only 540 rooms in the Capitol
itself, and only 535 actual members of Congress. For comparison, the San Francisco PD is about the
same size, but serves 1.2 million people.
So the idea that some lone nut, unarmed, would just walk into Pelosi's house in San Francisco is
absurd. Conveniently, Capitol Police is refusing to answer questions about the recent story, since they
don't want you to remember what I just told you.
Here's another ridiculous part of the script. You may wonder how Paul Pelosi was saved from this
attack. The answer? He told the crazy man Depape he had to go to the bathroom and called 911 from
there. What? Right in the middle of a hammer attack? “Can you stop hitting me with the hammer, I
have to go pee!” The police then arrived within thirty seconds, as they do.
[Added next day: the script is already falling apart. It always does, because it is written from
subbasement 8 at Langley and they forgot to install the fluoride filters. We now learn, via the
mainstream, that some unnamed person opened the door for police. Of course that would be Capitol
Police, but they can't admit that because it would remind you Capitol Police were there the whole time.
They are also saying in press conferences that Depape didn't attack Pelosi with the hammer until after
police arrived. What? Why do they allow the police to say anything? Just keep quiet. I guess that was
included in this pathetic script to explain why Pelosi wasn't killed, but of course it makes no sense. We
are also being told that Depape was in his underwear when police arrived. I honestly don't know why
that was included. It may have been inserted by outside forces, hoping to land some parting jokes on
Paul Pelosi by implying this was a gay thing gone wrong. Mainstream sources are also admitting that
Pelosi told the police dispatcher on the 911 call that Depape was a friend. They are trying to spin that
by claiming this was part of Pelosi's method for tricking Depape, who I guess we are supposed to think
was listening outside the bathroom door. But of course that makes no sense, either, since if Depape
was aware he was making a call from the bathroom, the jig was already up, right? Plus, Depape is now
allegedly being charged with burglary and elderly abuse. What? Do these cops not even know the
definition of burglary? It is for the situation no one is home. If someone is home and is attacked, it is
robbery, not burglary. Indicating again this script was written by recent college grads at CIA. Elderly
abuse is for situations where the victim and attacker know one another, tending to confirm the point I
am about to make below.
{Added Oct. 31: The DOJ has now taken over the story and it is beginning to morph and expand,
destroying itself at the same time as these stories always do. We are now being told DePape had rope,
tape, and zip ties, as well as at least one hammer. So I guess he was wearing some new form of cargo
underwear, complete with multiple hammer loops. Unless we are supposed to believe he had all this
stuff up his ass. You want to tell these people: JUST STOP TALKING! The story actually expanded
while I was writing this. It is now up to two hammers, rope, zip ties, tape, gloves, and a journal. In his
underwear. What, no goldfish in a bowl, a full set of matryoskha dolls, and a collection of
kaleidoscopes? Pretty soon it will be like Whitman's footlocker, with shaving equipment, bottled
water, and his own supply of toilet paper.}
{Added November 2, 2022: the FBI has now faked and released an affidavit under the name of agent
Stephanie Minor, released via the Justice Department, and there the farce continues. Although we were
previously told Depape was living in a schoolbus outside the old address in Berkeley, they have
changed that to someone's garage in Richmond, where they allegedly found two more hammers. You

have to laugh. If you are counting, that is now four hammers owned by this deadbeat/drug
addict/insane person/leftist-nudist MAGA-man. Apparently he collects hammers like an old woman
collects cats.
We are told Depape broke in by breaking that glass with one of his many hammers, but amazingly this
didn't wake Pelosi or any of the dozen Capitol Police on the property. They just thought it was tomcats
knocking over milk bottles, I guess. In addition, Depape had a magic hammer that sucked all the glass
toward him, out onto the patio. He then crawled through a hole half the width of his body, like that guy
in X-Men, his magic underwear giving him the power to avoid being cut by glass.
Although after being stuck by the hammer, Pelosi was “unconscious on the ground” with a fractured
skull, he was able, moments later, to tell officer Starks in the ambulance that he had never seen Depape
before. Wow, what powers of recovery!
A witness has now been found from Actors Equity, who claims to have been working private security
nearby. Which reminds us Pelosi's neighbors had private security, but the Speaker of the House had
none. This witness, not named, claims to have seen a guy dressed all in black with a black backpack.
So where is that all-black costume Depape shed? We are not told it was in the backpack that has now
materialized. This witness claims to have heard banging on a door, so he is working off an old script.
He should have heard glass breaking, remember? Or glass being magically sucked out of a doorframe.
November 4: NBC is now adding to the collapse by airing a video report today and then deleting it a
few hours later because “it was not up to our standards”. Meaning, the boys at Langley fed them some
more ridiculous script additions that didn't jell, so they decided to pull them. Also in the news today
was an interview with Sally McNulty, Pelosi's neighbor across the street, who was awake with her
husband until 3am that night. They heard nothing: no alarms, no banging, no sirens. Wow.
November 6: San Francisco PD is now refusing to release Depape's mugshots, with the excuse that
they don't own the copyright. You have to laugh. You see what this means, right? There are no
mugshots because Depape isn't in jail or in the hospital, and never was. He may not exist in this theater
at all, watching it from Canada or Langley or somewhere. We will see if they have to produce him for
a fake trial.}
We also get a picture of the backdoor window Depape allegedly broke to get in.
Sherlock? It was broken from the INSIDE, since the glass is scattered OUTSIDE.

The problem,

The glass spills out to three feet on the outside, but we see little or none on the inside. Indicating a hit
from the inside.]
My guess is David Depape is related to the Pelosis somehow. That is what I have always found in
these events. Nancy Pelosi is Jewish/Italian, being a Lombardi. Her daughter Christine is married to a
Kaufman. We find that Ronald Depape is related to Sandra Burkitt, and she is related to Estradas and
Herschbachs. Interesting already, since there was an Erik Estrada in the Uvalde event recently.
Herschbach is Jewish. Malcolm Herschbach links us to Lopez, Payne, and Hopper. Donna Hopper
links us to Stark and Inman. That should be enough to go on. We just saw that Jaymz Smith was
related to a Payne, linking Depape to Smith. But can we get to the Pelosis as well?
Yes, but let's hit that Uvalde link again. We have a second link, since in my Uvalde paper we found
that Elizabeth Herrington allowed us to link the victims there to Governor Greg Abbott. Her
Instantcheckmate page had about 100 names on it, and many of them were red flags. Also many
locations. One location it didn't have on it, but which FamilyTreeNow does have, is Joint Base Lewis
McChord in Washington. The same place Jaymz Smith is from.
The Pelosis' daughter Jacqueline married a Kenneally. Another daughter Alexandra married a Vos and
a Good. Paul Pelosi' mother is a Bianchi, and he is related to Gavin Newsom through his brother
Ronald, who married Belinda Newsom, Gavin's great-grandmother. This also links us to Menzies,
Guilfoyle, and Siebel.
My guess is one link is through Graciela Lopez, related to these Herschbachs. Why? Because I found
that every single Graciela Lopez has recently been scrubbed of all relatives at Instantcheckmate. Every
one in the entire nation just has a little i by it. The Pelosi/Newsom line also has a Spanish line that was
going in this direction before Tim Dowling scrubbed it: that would be Newsom's first wife Guilfoyle,
whose mother is Mercedes Gerena, daughter of a Torres.
Tim Dowling at Geneanet apparently doesn't like Nancy Pelosi, since he is running this picture at the
top of his page for her genealogy:

I guess that is what she looks like when she goes off the adrenochrome.
We can also link the Pelosis to the Weiners through Gavin Newsom. Gavin's grandmother is Jean
Addis, and her first husband was Milton Morris Weiner of Sausalito, who married Edith Rhoads. All
Jewish, of course. You will say, why do we care about Weiners? Remember this?

Of course you do. Well, what does it say on her hat? Recall Wiener. That was Scott Wiener, SF
Board of Supervisors. Jewish. You will say it is spelled wrong for my link, but Milton Morris Weiner
was AKA Milton Wiener. So it looks like this whole thing was staged, just as you would expect.
Gypsy Taub may be related to Scott Wiener as well as Gavin Newsom and the Pelosis. Would that
really surprise anyone? Not me.
[Added October 30: And guess what, this Scott Wiener is now a California State Senator, on the
LGBTQ caucus. He is even today leading the democratic charge to politicize the fake attack, saying

“This attack is terrifying and the direct result of toxic right-wing rhetoric”. So as usual, it's always the
same people, running these fake events and attacking their own cousins. All in the Family. The
Pelosis' close cousin Gavin Newsom is saying the same thing.
And in related news, the “right-wing” blog posts allegedly made by Depape have been deleted only a
day after the mainstream pointed to them as proof he was a Trump supporter, etc. Guess they didn't
want us combing them for contradictions either. They were obviously fabricated recently by the
spooks, so the timestamps were probably a big problem, just for a start.]
We may also link to the Bidens, since Gavin's great-grandfather was Arthur Lidell Menzies. Joe Biden
is a Liddell/Lidell, and they all link us back to the British peerage, being related to Alice Liddell of the
Alice in Wonderland books.
Of course Tim Dowling is also a cousin of these people, as he admits. We also link to actor Ed Asner
o f Mary Tyler Moore fame, since he married Cindy Weiner of this family. Through Gavin's
grandmother Addis we also link to the Campbells, Partridges, and Boltons, proving these are Scottish
nobles.
Which gives us another probable link between Depape and Pelosi. We saw the Depapes linked to the
Forbes and Wallaces above. And here we see the the Pelosis and Newsoms related to the Campbells.
Well, the Campbells and Forbes are related in the upper levels of the British peerage. Busted.
So if Paul Pelosi really did fracture his skull—and maybe he did—it is much more likely he got drunk
and fell down the stairs or something. His reported injuries are completely consistent with that. And at
82, you don't even need to be drunk to fall down the stairs. You don't even need stairs.
Maybe he got boosted this morning.
Regardless, it was bad timing, what with Twitter going uncensored today. Not a soul of the newbies
arriving or returning believe this story. Only the bots believe it. Guess Musk hasn't rousted them out
yet. What did he find their percentage was? 75%? But without censorship, even at 75% the bots are
still getting their asses handed to them. That's how bots are. They should stick to chess.

*Wikipedia assures us Keener is Irish and Lebanese, except that Ethnicelebs does not confirm that. They admit
Keener is a fudge of Keiner, and that they came from Germany. Her grandfather is given as Irving Abraham
Keener, which sure sounds Jewish to me. Keener is also a Fisher, Lafayette, Cope, and a Lindsey on her father's
side. On her mother's side she is a Gemayel and Falugo/Faloughi. Again, the Gemayels of Lebanon are
famously Jewish, see Pierre Gemayal's Phalangist Party, which was the party of the Jews in Lebanon. He
pretended to be Christian, but that is the oldest trick in the book. Gemayel was educated at a Jesuit school, of
course, which all but proves it. More proof comes from his links to the Sokol movement of Prague. Sokol
means Falcon, which is just a variant of the Phoenix in these organizations. They use it when the Phoenix is too
obvious. Sokol was founded by Miroslav Tyrs, who changed his name from Emanuel Tirsch. How easy is this?

He was a follower of Schopenhauer, also Jewish. I hear the gnashing of teeth already: Schopenhauer Jewish!
But they admit Schopenhauer's maternal grandmother was Elisabeth Lehmann of rich Dutch bankers and
merchants. So again, this is very easy. Yes, Schopenhauer didn't like the Jewish religion, but what rich Jews
do? They have been trying to kill all religions, including their own, for centuries, because they get in the way of
trade.
Anyway, back to Pierre Gemayel. We can tell he was a crypto-Jew in yet another way: we are denied his
mother, who is conspicuously scrubbed on his Wiki page. He is also completely scrubbed at Geni. Also at
Geneanet and Findagrave. They don't want you to know who any of these woman are. Same for Gemayel's
wife, whose maiden name is never given. The Gemayels have been used to destabilize Lebanon for the sake of
Israel, since every few years one of them gets “assassinated”. Even Wikipedia admits many people have
suggested these assassinations are false flags. See this article at Huffpost from 2006 where Mark Levine (Jewish
of course) admits “As far as I can see, the only party that benefits from Gemayel's assassination is Israel”. Yeah.

